
 

Screening rules  
 

 

Would you like to have a photo put on your debit card? Easy, all you have to do is select a picture from the gallery. Would you
prefer to use a personal picture? No problem provided you comply with a few rules, as not all pictures can be accepted. To be 
presented on your debit card, it must not break the law, morality or public order. Your picture must also respect copyright and
intellectual property rights. The choice of your picture is your responsibility. Banque Internationale à Luxembourg SA may not be 
held liable for any consequences due to the choice of picture.   

Your usual branch adviser or a member of the contact centre (352) 4590 4590 will be pleased to help you with any further 

information on the operation of the product or the charges. 
To help you select your picture a summary table of accepted and refused images is given below.   

 
In order to make your debit card attractive, the photo that you put on the card should comply with the following image parameters: 

 

• Picture maximum 5 MB   
• File format types JPEG, GIF or PNG   

An indicator on the applet shows you the quality of the image you have selected on the basis of the colour displayed (green, 
orange, red)   

 
Types of pictures  Reason for rejection  Examples of screening accepted  

Portrait / Picture of cardholder  Picture of a person who is not a celebrity  Copyright  
Portrait of a group of people  Picture of a group of people. If photo with celebrity, 

agreement required  
Copyright  

Internal/external construction   Private construction/background  Copyright  
Paintings, statues, texts, etc.  Works of artists dead for over 70 years as background  Copyright  
Logos  Logos forming part of a general scene given that they may 

not be those of banking institutions or organisations such 
as MC/VISA  

Use of 
trademark/brand name 

Company names  Names forming part of a general scene given that these 
may not be those of banking institutions or organisations 
such as MC/VISA  

Use of 
trademark/brand name 

 Picture of the Olympic 
movement, legal declarations  

Copyright  

Names  Name of cardholder  Respect for personal 
privacy  

Text  Text incorporated in a decor  MasterCard/VISA rule  
Text/poem  Text incorporated in a decor  Copyright  
Figurines, cartoon figures  Pictures of children or adults with figurines provided the 

latter are not prominent  
Copyright  

 Symbols, logos of political 
parties  

Religious or political 
content  

 Racist symbols, texts  Contrary to public 
order and decency  

Flags  Flag incorporated in a decor  Copyright  
Clothes, vehicles, maps, 
adverts, etc.  

Clothes, vehicles, maps, adverts part of a decor  Copyright  

Personal data  Personal data used in a background  Copyright  
Picture of naked body or of 
sexual nature  

Decent picture of cardholder or other people  Contrary to public 
order and decency  

Violence  Use of a picture of military equipment/a uniform at an 
exhibition  

Contrary to public 
order and decency  

Religious picture, symbols  Pictures of cardholders in front of a known religious building  Religious or political 
content  

   

 Scenes, games venues  MasterCard/VISA rule  

 

 



 
 

 
Alcohol, tobacco, drugs, 
medicines  

Decent pictures of cardholder smoking or drinking and part 
of a decor  

Contrary to public 
order and decency  

 Picture creating confusion  MasterCard/VISA rule  

 Picture that may have a 
negative impact on a payment 
organisation  

Use of 
trademark/brand name 

 

 


